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Building Information Modeling - André Borrmann 2018-09-19
Building Information Modeling (BIM) refers to the consistent and continuous use of digital information
throughout the entire lifecycle of a built facility, including its design, construction and operation. In order
to exploit BIM methods to their full potential, a fundamental grasp of their key principles and applications
is essential. Accordingly, this book combines discussions of theoretical foundations with reports from the
industry on currently applied best practices. The book’s content is divided into six parts: Part I discusses
the technological basics of BIM and addresses computational methods for the geometric and semantic
modeling of buildings, as well as methods for process modeling. Next, Part II covers the important aspect of
the interoperability of BIM software products and describes in detail the standardized data format Industry
Foundation Classes. It presents the different classification systems, discusses the data format CityGML for
describing 3D city models and COBie for handing over data to clients, and also provides an overview of BIM
programming tools and interfaces. Part III is dedicated to the philosophy, organization and technical
implementation of BIM-based collaboration, and discusses the impact on legal issues including construction
contracts. In turn, Part IV covers a wide range of BIM use cases in the different lifecycle phases of a built
facility, including the use of BIM for design coordination, structural analysis, energy analysis, code
compliance checking, quantity take-off, prefabrication, progress monitoring and operation. In Part V, a
number of design and construction companies report on the current state of BIM adoption in connection
with actual BIM projects, and discuss the approach pursued for the shift toward BIM, including the hurdles
taken. Lastly, Part VI summarizes the book’s content and provides an outlook on future developments. The
book was written both for professionals using or programming such tools, and for students in Architecture
and Construction Engineering programs.
Construction Project Scheduling and Control - Saleh A. Mubarak 2010-10-26
An easy-to-follow guide to the theory and practice of project scheduling and control No matter how large or
small the construction project, an efficient, well-thought-out schedule is crucial to achieving success. The
schedule manages all aspects of a job, such as adjusting staff requirements at various stages, overseeing
materials deliveries and equipment needs, organizing inspections, and estimating time needs for curing and
settling—all of which requires a deep understanding on the part of the scheduler. Written by a career
construction professional, Construction Project Scheduling and Control, Second Edition has been fully
revised with up-to-date coverage detailing all the steps needed to devise a technologically advanced
schedule geared toward streamlining the construction process. Solved and unsolved exercises reinforce
learning, while an overview of industry standard computer software sets the tone for further study. Some of
the features in this Second Edition include: Focus on precedence networks as a viable solution to
scheduling, the main part of project control The concepts of Dynamic Minimal Lag, a new CPM technique
developed by the author A new chapter on schedule risk management By combining basic fundamentals
with advanced techniques alongside the robust analysis of theory to enhance real-world applications,
Construction Project Scheduling and Control is an ideal companion for students and professionals looking
to formulate a schedule for a time-crunched industry in need of better ways to oversee projects.
BIM Handbook - Rafael Sacks 2018-07-03
Discover BIM: A better way to build better buildings Building Information Modeling (BIM) offers a novel
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approach to design, construction, and facility management in which a digital representation of the building
product and process is used to facilitate the exchange and interoperability of information in digital format.
BIM is beginning to change the way buildings look, the way they function, and the ways in which they are
designed and built. The BIM Handbook, Third Edition provides an in-depth understanding of BIM
technologies, the business and organizational issues associated with its implementation, and the profound
advantages that effective use of BIM can provide to all members of a project team. Updates to this edition
include: Information on the ways in which professionals should use BIM to gain maximum value New topics
such as collaborative working, national and major construction clients, BIM standards and guides A
discussion on how various professional roles have expanded through the widespread use and the new
avenues of BIM practices and services A wealth of new case studies that clearly illustrate exactly how BIM
is applied in a wide variety of conditions Painting a colorful and thorough picture of the state of the art in
building information modeling, the BIM Handbook, Third Edition guides readers to successful
implementations, helping them to avoid needless frustration and costs and take full advantage of this
paradigm-shifting approach to construct better buildings that consume fewer materials and require less
time, labor, and capital resources.
BIM in Small Practices - Robert Klaschka 2019-08-14
BIM (Building Information Modelling) is revolutionising architecture and construction, as more and more
practices are realising the benefits it brings to design, sustainability, and construction. There is a
perception that BIM is a process best left to large practices – requiring significant resources and the ability
to invest heavily in IT. This book overturns that misconception: introducing a selection of inspirational BIMenabled projects by small architectural practices. Full of practical tips and hard-won experience, BIM in
Small Practices: Illustrated Case Studies includes pithy contributions from industry experts who identify
and explore the important issues for small practices including how to get your practice started with BIM,
and how it aligns to the new Plan of Work. This landmark publication will motivate small practices who are
considering taking those first steps towards implementing BIM.
Innovation Ecosystems - António Abreu 2021-09-01
To be competitive, companies must develop capabilities that allow them to react rapidly to market
demands. The innovation methods of the past are not adapted to the turbulence of the modern world. In the
last decade, increasing globalization of markets and Industry 4.0 have caused profound changes in the best
way to manage the innovation process. This book includes a collection of thirteen papers that discuss
theoretical approaches, case studies, and surveys focused on issues related to open innovation and its
mechanisms.
The BIM Manager's Handbook - Dominik Holzer 2016-03-22
The BIM Manager's Handbook: Guidance for Professionals in Architecture, Engineering, and Construction
Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a design and construction software that manages not just graphics,
but also information—information that enables the automatic generation of drawings and reports, design
analysis, schedule simulation, facilities management, and cost analysis—ultimately enabling any building
team to make better-informed decisions. This allows a range of professionals—architects, engineers,
construction managers, surveyors, cost estimators, project managers, and facility managers—to share this
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information throughout a building's lifecycle. BIM is now recognized worldwide for the efficiencies it
delivers in terms of working collaboratively, communication, processes, cost savings, and a property's
lifecycle management. With the widespread adoption of BIM, BIM Managers have become a much-needed
new breed of professionals in architectural, engineering, and construction practice. Their role is often
misunderstood and ill-defined, and such are the day-to-day deliverables that they are likely to face. The BIM
Manager's Handbook provides an in-depth account of the breadth of activities that any BIM Manager or
staff member, who is actively engaged in the delivery of project, is required to undertake. Providing
prereleases of the final work, The BIM Manager's Handbook ePart series isolates significant topics around
BIM management. In the sixth and final ePart, BIM is taken to the next level by outlining what is required
to truly excel as a BIM Manager. It highlights how BIM Managers acquire the necessary communication
skills to maximize an efficient information flow between the BIM Manager and others. It illustrates how
BIM Managers tie their activities to cutting-edge BIM research and development globally. Lastly, this ePart
lays out how to promote BIM excellence both within an organization and beyond.
Project Management, Planning and Control - Albert Lester 2007
A comprehensive book on project management, covering all principles and methods with fully worked
examples, this book includes both hard and soft skills for the engineering, manufacturing and construction
industries. Ideal for engineering project managers considering obtaining a Project Management
Professional (PMP) qualification, this book covers in theory and practice, the complete body of knowledge
for both the Project Management Institute (PMI) and the Association of Project Management (APM). Fully
aligned with the latest 2005 updates to the exam syllabi, complete with online sample Q&A, and updated to
include the latest revision of BS 6079 (British Standards Institute Guide to Project Management in the
Construction Industry), this book is a complete and valuable reference for anyone serious about project
management. â€¢The complete body of knowledge for project management professionals in the
engineering, manufacturing and construction sectors â€¢Covers all hard and soft topics in both theory and
practice for the newly revised PMP and APMP qualification exams, along with the latest revision of BS 6079
standard on project management in the construction industry â€¢Written by a qualified PMP exam
accreditor and accompanied by online Q&A resources for self-testing
JCT Contract Administration Pocket Book - Andrew Atkinson 2015-06-05
Successfully managing your JCT contracts is a must, and this handy reference is the swiftest way to doing
just that. Making reference to best practice throughout, the JCT Standard Building Contract SBC/Q and DB
used as examples to take you through all the essential contract administration tasks, including:
Procurement paths Payment Final accounts Progress, completion and delay Subcontracting Defects and
quality control In addition to the day to day tasks, this also gives you an overview of what to expect from
common sorts of dispute resolution under the JCT, as well as a look at how to administer contracts for BIMcompliant projects. This is an essential starting point for all students of construction contract
administration, as well as practitioners needing a handy reference to working with the JCT.
Big BIM, Little Bim - Finith E. Jernigan 2007
Based on twenty years of successful integrated projects, this book shows how to leverage resources,
compete in a worldwide market, and become more efficient and productive in the planning, design,
construction and operation of facilities.
Construction Quality Management - Tim Howarth 2017-09-21
Quality management is essential for facilitating the competitiveness of modern day commercial
organisations. Excellence in quality management is a requisite for construction organisations who seek to
remain competitive and successful. The challenges presented by competitive construction markets and
large projects that are dynamic and complex necessitate the adoption and application of quality
management approaches. This new edition of Construction Quality Management provides a comprehensive
evaluation of quality management systems and tools. Their effectiveness in achieving project objectives is
explored, as well as applications in corporate performance enhancement. Both the strategic and operational
dimensions of quality assurance are addressed by focusing on providing models of best practice. The reader
is supported throughout by concise and clear explanations and with self-assessment questions. Practical
case study examples show how various evaluative-based quality management systems and tools have been
bim-in-principle-and-practice
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applied. Subjects covered include: business objectives – the stakeholder satisfaction methodology
organisational culture and Health and Safety quality philosophy evaluation of organisational performance
continuous quality improvement and development of a learning organisation. New chapters consider the
influence of Building Information Modelling (BIM) on quality management. The text should be of interest to
construction industry senior managers, practicing professionals and academics. It is also an essential
resource for undergraduate and postgraduate students of construction management, project management
and business management courses.
Product Lifecycle Management in the Era of Internet of Things - Abdelaziz Bouras 2016-04-20
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th IFIP WG 5.1 International Conference on
Product Lifecycle Management, PLM 2015, held in Doha, Qatar, in October 2015. The 79 revised full papers
were carefully reviewed and selected from 130 submissions. The papers are organized in the following
topical sections: smart products, assessment approaches, PLM maturity, building information modeling
(BIM), languages and ontologies, product service systems, future factory, knowledge creation and
management, simulation and virtual environments, sustainability and systems improvement, configuration
and engineering change, education studies, cyber-physical and smart systems, design and integration
issues, and PLM processes and applications.
Societies and Cities in the Age of Instant Access - Harvey J. Miller 2007-05-08
We are on the verge of what many are calling the "second information revolution," based on ubiquitous
access to both computing and information. The technologies of instant access have potential to transform
dramatically our lives. This book contains chapters by leading international experts. They discuss issues
surrounding the impact of instant access on cities, daily lives, transportation, privacy, social and economic
networks, community and education.
Gower Federal Service - 1993
Decisions of the Board of Land Appeals, Office of Hearings and Appeals, Dept. of the Interior.
Advances in Construction ICT and e-Business - Srinath Perera 2017-05-08
This internationally conducted study of the latest construction industry practices addresses a broad range
of Information and Communication Technology applications. Drawing on research conducted in the US and
UK, this book presents the state of the art of various ebusiness processes, and examines BIM, virtual
environments and mobile technologies. Innovation is a theme that runs throughout this book, so in addition
to the direct impact of these new technical achievements, it also considers the management styles that
helped them to emerge. Examples from industry are illustrated with case studies and presented alongside
research from some of the best known academics in this field. This book is essential reading for all
advanced students and researchers interested in how ICT is changing construction management and the
construction industry.
BIM in Principle and in Practice - Peter Barnes 2019-03-06
The BIM-Manager - Mark Baldwin 2019-06-13
Der BIM Manager jetzt auch in englischer Übersetzung: Im Zentrum der Ausführungen steht die
erfolgreiche Einführung von BIM im eigenen Unternehmen. Der Autor erklärt die wichtigsten Begriffe und
erläutert anschaulich Methoden (Open BIM, Collaborative BIM), Technologien, Projektanforderungen und
Verantwortlichkeiten. Die wesentlichen Grundsätze werden anhand konkreter Projektbeispiele dargestellt.
Der Leser erhält viele hilfreiche Tipps für die praktische Anwendung. "Der BIM-Manager" eignet sich
besonders für Geschäftsführer, Abteilungsleiter, BIM-Anwender, BIM-Manager sowie für Architekten und
Bauingenieure.
Marketing Communication - Richard J. Varey 2002
Providing a fresh and innovative framework for the management of marketing communication processes,
this textbook shifts the focus from message-making to relationship-building, focusing on a planned,
integrated marketing communication programme.
Civil Engineering Procedure - Institution of Civil Engineers (Great Britain) 2009-01-01
Presents an introduction to the key project stages from conception through to completion of construction
and then beyond to handing over the resulting structures and services for use. This book covers: project
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promotion, strategy and design; latest forms of contracts for construction; and partnering, alliancing and
programme management.
BIM Design - Richard Garber 2014-08-11
Building information modelling (BIM) is revolutionising building design and construction. For architects,
BIM has the potential to optimise their creativity while reducing risk in the design and construction
process, thus giving them a more significant role in the building process. This book demonstrates how
innovative firms are using BIM technologies to move design away from the utilitarian problems of
construction, engaging them in a stunning new future in the built environment. Whereas recent books
about BIM have tended to favour case-study analyses or instruction on the use of specific software, BIM
Design highlights how day-to-day design operations are shaped by the increasingly generative and
collaborative aspects of these new tools. BIM strategies are described as operations that can enhance
design rather than simply make it more efficient. Thus this book focuses on the specific creative uses of
information modelling at the operational level, including the creative development of parametric
geometries and generative design, the evaluation of environmental performance and the simulation and
scheduling of construction/fabrication operations. This book also engages BIM’s pragmatic efficiencies such
as the conflict checking of building systems and the creation of bills of quantities for costing; and in so
doing it demonstrates how BIM can make such activities collaborative. Throughout, projects are used to
illustrate the creative application of BIM at a variety of scales. These buildings showcase work by fi rms
executing projects all over the world: SHoP Architects and Construction (New York), Morphosis (Los
Angeles), Populous (London), GRO Architects (New York), Reiser + Umemoto (New York), Gensler
(Shanghai) and UNStudio (Amsterdam).
BIM for Heritage - Sofia Antonopoulou 2017
This guidance on Building Information Modelling for heritage (Historic BIM) offers guidance for owners,
end-users and professionals in the fields of heritage and construction. By raising awareness of the potential
advantages of a BIM approach, this guidance will help users successfully implement BIM in heritage
projects. Historic BIM is, by definition, a multi-disciplinary process that requires the input and
collaboration of professionals with very different skillsets. It is also a fast-developing field in terms of
research, official guidance, standards and professional practice. This publication addresses the issues
surrounding the production and use of BIM for history buildings, and provides information about guidance
and standards available elsewhere for managing a building's entire life cycle effectively.
Advances in Civil Engineering Materials - Ar Meor Mohammad Fared Bin Meor Razali 2021-04-29
This book presents selected articles from the 4th International Conference on Architecture and Civil
Engineering 2020, held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Written by leading researchers and industry
professionals, the papers highlight recent advances and address the current issues in the fields of civil
engineering and architecture.
The Principles and practice of surgery, v. 3 - David Hayes Agnew 1889

construction and design software, how to increase productivity in Revit, and how to apply multiple
workflows in your project to manage BIM. What you will learn Explore the primary BIM documentation to
start a BIM project Set up a Revit project and apply the correct coordinate system to ensure long-term
productivity Improve the efficiency of Revit core functionalities that apply to daily activities Use visual
programming with Dynamo to boost productivity and manage data in BIM projects Import data from Revit
to Power BI and create project dashboards to analyze data Discover the different Revit plugins for improved
productivity, visualization, and analysis Implement best practices for modeling in Revit Who this book is for
This book is for architects, designers, engineers, modelers, BIM coordinators, and BIM managers interested
in learning Autodesk Revit best practices. Increasing Autodesk Revit Productivity for BIM Projects will help
you to explore the methodology that combines information management and research for quality inputs
when working in Revit.
BIM and Integrated Design - Randy Deutsch 2011-08-15
"Ready or not, it’s high time to make BIM a part of your practice, or at least your vocabulary, and this book
has as much to offer beginners as it does seasoned users of building information modeling software."
—Chicago Architect The first book devoted to the subject of how BIM affects individuals and organizations
working within the ever-changing construction industry, BIM and Integrated Design discusses the
implementation of building information modeling software as a cultural process with a focus on the
technology’s impact and transformative effect—both potentially disruptive and liberating—on the social,
psychological, and practical aspects of the workplace. BIM and Integrated Design answers the questions
that BIM poses to the firm that adopts it. Through thorough research and a series of case study interviews
with industry leaders—and leaders in the making out from behind the monitor—BIM and Integrated Design
helps you learn: Effective learning strategies for fully understanding BIM software and its use Key points
about integrated design to help you promote the process to owners and your team How BIM changes not
only the technology, process, and delivery but also the leadership playing field How to become a more
effective leader no matter where you find yourself in the organization or on the project team How the
introduction of BIM into the workforce has significant education, recruitment, and training implications
Covering all of the human issues brought about or exacerbated by the advent of BIM into the architecture
workplace, profession, and industry, BIM and Integrated Design shows how to overcome real and perceived
barriers to its use.
BIM FOR PROJECT MANAGERS - PETER BARNES 2020-11
The Principles and practice of surgery v. 3, 1883 - David Hayes Agnew 1883
Building Lean, Building BIM - Rafael Sacks 2017-12-06
Building Lean, Building BIM is the essential guide for any construction company that wants to implement
Lean Construction and Building Information Modelling (BIM) to gain a strategic edge over their
competition. The first of its kind, the book outlines the principles of Lean, the functionality of BIM, and the
interactions between the two, illustrating them through the story of how Tidhar Construction has
implemented Lean Construction and BIM in a concerted effort over four years. Tidhar is a small-to-mediumsized construction company that pioneered a way of working that gave it a profit margin unheard of in its
market. The company's story serves as a case study for explanation of the various facets of Lean
Construction and BIM. Each chapter defines a principle of Lean and/or BIM, describes the achievements
and failures in Tidhar's implementation based on the experiences of the key people involved, and reviews
the relevant background and theory. The implementation at Tidhar has not been a pure success, but by
examining their motives alongside their achievements and failures, readers will learn about what pitfalls
and pinnacles to expect. A number of chapters also compare the experience of Tidhar with those of other
companies who are leaders in their fields, such as Skanska and DPR. This book is highly relevant and useful
to a wide range of readers from the construction industry, especially those who are frustrated with the
inefficiencies in their companies and construction projects. It is also essential reading for Lean and BIM
enthusiasts, researchers and students from a variety of industries and backgrounds.
Lean Design Management - Stephen Emmitt 2014-11-10

Increasing Autodesk Revit Productivity for BIM Projects - Fabio Roberti 2021-06-21
Implement Revit best practices with Dynamo and Power BI to visualize and analyze BIM information Key
Features Boost productivity in Revit and apply multiple workflows to work efficiently on BIM projects
Optimize your daily work in Revit to perform more tasks in less time Take a hands-on approach to
improving your efficiency with useful explanations, which will step-change your productivity Book
Description Increasing Autodesk Revit Productivity for BIM Projects takes a hands-on approach to
implementing Revit effectively for everyone curious about this new and exciting methodology. Complete
with step-by-step explanations of essential concepts and practical examples, this Revit book begins by
explaining the principles of productivity in Revit and data management for BIM projects. You'll get to grips
with the primary BIM documentation to start a BIM project, including the contract, Exchange Information
Requirements (EIR), and BIM Execution Plan (BEP/BXP). Later, you'll create a Revit template, start a Revit
project, and explore the core functionalities of Revit to increase productivity. Once you've built the
foundation, you'll learn about Revit plugins and use Dynamo for visual programming and Power BI for
analyzing BIM information. By the end of this book, you'll have a solid understanding of Revit as
bim-in-principle-and-practice
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The fields of design management and lean construction appear to be developing independently. This volume
brings together authors from four continents to argue that lean thinking should be integral to design
management in the fields of architecture, engineering and construction (AEC). The publication brings
together a variety of perspectives on lean design management as experienced in Africa, South America,
Australasia and Europe. Themes covered include: lean thinking and flexible building solutions quality and
flow of information in fourteen sub-projects of a major airport project Ghanaian consultants' perspective on
process waste target costing and its application to social housing projects in Brazil concept of 'first' and
'last' value, drawing on social housing projects in Chile development of a lean design management model
specifically for remote sites. The papers offer a mix of theoretical materials and empirical research findings,
providing a unique insight into aspects of lean design management. This book was published as a special
issue of Architectural Engineering and Design Management.
Construction Extension to the PMBOK® Guide - Project Management Institute 2016-09-01
A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) provides generalized project
management guidance applicable to most projects most of the time. In order to apply this generalized
guidance to construction projects, the Project Management Institute has developed the Construction
Extension to the PMBOK® Guide.This Construction Extension provides construction-specific guidance for
the project management practitioner for each of the PMBOK® Guide Knowledge Areas, as well as guidance
in these additional areas not found in the PMBOK® Guide:•All project resources, rather than just human
resources•Project health, safety, security, and environmental management•Project financial management,
in addition to cost•Management of claims in constructionThis edition of the Construction Extension also
follows a new structure, discussing the principles in each of the Knowledge Areas rather than discussing
the individual processes. This approach broadens the applicability of the Construction Extension by
increasing the focus on the “what” and “why” of construction project management. This Construction
Extension also includes discussion of emerging trends and developments in the construction industry that
affect the application of project management to construction projects.
Getting to Grips with BIM - James Harty 2015-12-14
With the UK government‘s 2016 BIM threshold approaching, support for small organisations on
interpreting, filtering and applying BIM protocols and standards is urgently required. Many small UK
construction industry supply chain firms are uncertain about what Level 2 BIM involves and are unsure
about taking first steps towards having BIM capability. As digitisation, increasingly impacts on work
practices, Getting to Grips with BIM offers an insight into an industry in change supplemented by practical
guidance on managing the transition towards more widespread and integrated use of digital tools to
manage the design, construction and whole life use of buildings.
Construction Quality Management - Tim Howarth 2017-09-18
Revised edition of: Construction quality management: principles and practice / Paul Watson, Tim Howarth.
2011.
Temporary Works, Second Edition - 2018-12-14
Mastering Autodesk Revit 2017 for Architecture - Marcus Kim 2016-06-10
The ultimate guide to Revit Architecture just got even better Mastering Autodesk Revit 2017 for
Architecture is the bestselling guide for Revit Architecture users of all levels, with focused discussions,
detailed exercises, and compelling real-world examples. This new edition has been completely revamped
based on reader and Revit Architecture instructor feedback to be more useful, more complete, and more
approachable than ever. Organized by real-world workflow, practical tutorials guide you through each
phase of a project to help you understand BIM concepts and quickly start accomplishing vital Revit
Architecture tasks. From templates, work-sharing, and project management, to modeling, documentation,
annotation, and complex structures, this book provides full coverage of essential Revit Architecture tools
and processes. The companion website features before-and-after tutorials, additional advanced content, and
an hour of video instruction to help you quickly master crucial techniques. Learn up-to-date Revit
Architecture workflows and processes Master modeling, massing, and other visualization techniques Work
with complex structural elements and advanced detailing Prepare for Autodesk certification exams Building
bim-in-principle-and-practice
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information modeling pairs the visual design representation with a parametric database that stores all
geometry, spatial relationships, materials, and other data generated by the design process. Design changes
instantly update all documentation, and it's this efficiency that makes BIM the new permanent paradigm.
Whether you're studying for a certification exam or navigating the switch from CAD, Mastering Autodesk
Revit 2017 for Architecture is your number-one guide to getting up and running quickly.
A Study of the Ethical Principles and Practices of Homeric Warfare - Oscar Rudolph Sandstrom 1924
BIM Teaching and Learning Handbook - M. Reza Hosseini 2021-08-10
This book is the essential guide to the pedagogical and industry-inspired considerations that must shape
how BIM is taught and learned. It will help academics and professional educators to develop programmes
that meet the competences required by professional bodies and prepare both graduates and existing
practitioners to advance the industry towards higher efficiency and quality. To date, systematic efforts to
integrate pedagogical considerations into the way BIM is learned and taught remain non-existent. This book
lays the foundation for forming a benchmark around which such an effort is made. It offers principles, best
practices, and expected outcomes necessary to BIM curriculum and teaching development for constructionrelated programs across universities and professional training programmes. The aim of the book is to:
Highlight BIM skill requirements, threshold concepts, and dimensions for practice; Showcase and introduce
tried-and-tested practices and lessons learned in developing BIM-related curricula from leading educators;
Recognise and introduce the baseline requirements for BIM education from a pedagogical perspective;
Explore the challenges, as well as remedial solutions, pertaining to BIM education at tertiary education;
Form a comprehensive point of reference, covering the essential concepts of BIM, for students; Promote
and integrate pedagogical consideration into BIM education. This book is essential reading for anyone
involved in BIM education, digital construction, architecture, and engineering, and for professionals looking
for guidance on what the industry expects when it comes to BIM competency.
Sustainable Infrastructure: Breakthroughs in Research and Practice - Management Association,
Information Resources 2019-11-01
The continued growth of any nation depends largely on the development of their built infrastructures and
communities. By creating stable infrastructures, countries can more easily thrive in competitive
international markets. Sustainable Infrastructure: Breakthroughs in Research and Practice examines
sustainable development through the lens of transportation, waste management, land use planning, and
governance. Highlighting a range of topics such as sustainable development, transportation planning, and
regional and urban infrastructure planning, this publication is an ideal reference source for engineers,
planners, government officials, developers, policymakers, legislators, researchers, academicians, and
graduate-level students seeking current research on the latest trends in sustainable infrastructure.
BIM in Principle and in Practice - Peter Barnes 2015
Covering the principles behind building information modelling (BIM), its current use in practice and how it
may develop in the future, BIM in Principle and in Practice provides construction professionals with an
overview of this emerging field to enable informed discussions with clients and colleagues.
Construction Specification Writing - Harold J. Rosen 1990-02
This third edition of the standard construction specifications writing guide has been updated to include new
information on linking specifications to computer databases and to other parts of the design process.
Construction Specifications Writing shows how to organize documents, consolidate the Federal government
systems, generate well-researched mastertexts, automate specifications, write more condensed text, use
full-time specifications consultants, and use the new knowledge-based specifying systems.
Construction Manager's BIM Handbook - John Eynon 2016-06-27
Building Information Modelling (BIM) harnesses digital technologies to unlock more efficient methods of
designing, creating and maintaining built environment assets, so the Construction Manager’s BIM
Handbook ensures the reader understands what BIM is, what the UK strategy is and what it means for key
roles in the construction team. ensure that all readers understand what BIM and are fully aware of the
implications of BIM for them and their organisations provides concise summaries of key aspects of BIM
ensure that all readers can begin to adopt this approach in future projects includes industry case studies
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illustrating the use of BIM on large and small projects
Building Information Modeling - Karen M. Kensek 2014-04-16
This is a design guide for architects, engineers, and contractors concerning the principles and specific
applications of building information modeling (BIM). BIM has the potential to revolutionize the building
industry, and yet not all architects and construction professionals fully understand what the benefits of BIM
are or even the fundamental concepts behind it. As part of the PocketArchitecture Series it includes two
parts: fundamentals and applications, which provide a comprehensive overview of all the necessary and
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essential issues. It also includes case studies from a range of project sizes that illustrate the key concepts
clearly and use a wide range of visual aids. Building Information Modeling addresses the key role that BIM
is playing in shaping the software tools and office processes in the architecture, engineering, and
construction professions. Primarily aimed at professionals, it is also useful for faculty who wish to
incorporate this information into their courses on digital design, BIM, and professional practice. As a
compact summary of key ideas it is ideal for anyone implementing BIM.
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